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CIPS Connections
Connecting you to news affecting CIPS and the IT Profession

CIPS Members: Click Here to watch CIPS Webcasts and other great Member-Only Content

CIPS Ontario Webcast: 'What you need to know about owning your intellectual property'
CIPS
Recorded on March 26, 2015, at the CIPS Toronto Event: "What you need to Know about Owning your Intellectual Property." Click READ MORE to watch the video.

CIO's top 6 considerations for Windows 10 plus latest preview 10061
IT World Canada
For the executive planning IT strategy for enterprises, there are key consideration areas in Windows 10 as evidenced by examining the preview (available through the Insiders program) and coming updates prior to release this year summer (perhaps as early as July as noted by the AMD CEO). Priorities such as consistency, increased productivity, mobile and cloud first, security focus, consumer to enterprise usage alignment, the new web and embracing big data analytics come to mind.

Featured I.T. Jobs
CIPS

April CIPS Volunteer of the Month: Darren MacDonald
CIPS
When I joined CIPS, I considered it a wonderful networking opportunity (which it is!), but once I joined, I soon realized that CIPS is an important association that has helped shape the IT profession in Canada.

CIPS provides a great opportunity to give back to the IT community.

Share this article:  
READ MORE

Share this article:  
READ MORE
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Information Technology Analyst — Temporary, Red Deer, Alberta
Regional Manager, Medical Imaging Solutions, Prince George, British Columbia
Regional Manager, Pharmacy Solutions, Prince George, British Columbia
Senior Project Manager, Guelph, Ontario
Chief Executive Officer, British Columbia
Technical Analyst, Regina, Saskatchewan
Senior Software Engineer, Vancouver, British Columbia
Junior Software Engineer, Vancouver, British Columbia
Sever Analyst II, Fort McMurray, Alberta
Information Technology (IT) Business Solutions Manager, Vancouver, British Columbia
Network Analyst, Brampton, Ontario

See more Job Postings and Upload your Resume at: [http://jobs.cips.ca](http://jobs.cips.ca)

These leading IT pros have revealed the secrets behind their mobility strategies
InformationAge
In the smartphone and tablet era, people have become used to flexible cloud apps and intelligent devices, even if they don’t realize it.

**FEATURED ARTICLE**

Call for Professional Advisory Committee Member at Sheridan College
CIPS
The School of Applied Computing at Sheridan College is actively developing new degree programs in ‘Applied Computer Science’ with proposed specializations in: Data Analysis, Cloud Computing, Gaming, Modelling and Visualization, Network Engineering.

**TRENDING ARTICLE**

Call for IT World Canada CIPS bloggers! Share your views on IT professionalism topics with a large audience!
CIPS
IT World Canada is Canada’s largest online trade publication with a subscription base of more than 100,000 IT executives and professionals representing 70 per cent of the buying power in Canada.

6 hard truths IT pros have to face
IT World Canada

IT security pros have a mountain of work on their hands trying to ensure every possible weakness in their infrastructure is defended. It rarely is. Frustrating? You bet. But they shouldn't be discouraged.

CIPS AB Calgary May 28 Business Intelligence SIG Meeting: 'Accessing Exploration and Production Data Worldwide through one Platform and Interface'
CIPS
In business since 1959, IHS is a leading source of information and expert analysis in pivotal areas.
providing critical insight and shaping today's global businesses. IHS provides comprehensive content, software and decision support with key capabilities and solutions focused on business information in the areas of: Energy & Power; Design & Supply Chain; Country & Industry Forecasts; Defense Risk & Security; Commodities Pricing & Cost; and, Environmental Health & Safety and Sustainability.

CIPS Manitoba 25th Annual Golf Tournament
CIPS
The 25th CIPS Manitoba Annual Golf Tournament will be held on Thursday, June 4, 2015, at Bel Acres. This year we are starting a bit earlier so the shotgun start will be at 12:30 P.M. Register early by May 15, 2015 so your name can be put into a draw for a free half hour golf lesson with Golf Pro Colin.

Time to measure your security maturity
IT World Canada
Most CISOs think they have a handle on how secure their organization is, pointing with pride to the latest (fill in the blank) system that's just been installed. But another way to measure what's going on is to look at the organization's security maturity — or, as author Brian Krebs put it, does it make cybersecurity a part of the culture or just pay lip service to it?

CIPS INTERVIEWS: MS Board Director Maria Klawe
CIPS
MS Board Director Maria Klawe, 17th on Fortune's World's 50 Greatest Leaders, Computer Science Association Canada Lifetime Achievement Awardee, shares success tips for #YouthSpark Live. Maria's accomplishments are considerable as noted in this recent speaking event.

Ladies Learning Code Workshop: 'CSS for Beginners: Learn to Style Your Website With CSS' (Saskatoon, May 30)
CIPS
The next Ladies Learning Code workshop in Saskatoon is "CSS for Beginners: Learn to Style Your Website With CSS." The workshop will be held on May 30, 2015, and sponsored by Vendasta Technologies.

IT Infrastructure, Cloud and Mobility Conference & Tradeshow
CIPS
Join us at iTech Toronto and be sure to stop by the CIPS Booth. At this conference you can discover new cutting edge products and services by taking part in product demos as well as enjoy some great breakout sessions and presentations!

ProjectWorld*BusinessAnalystWorld Toronto
CIPS
Join over 1000 PM's and BA's at the "must-attend" educational conference of the year! PW*BAW features 1 – 4 days of unparalleled education and networking.

TRENDING ARTICLES
Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.

Call for Volunteers — CIPS Experience and Academic Review Committees (CIPS)
CIPS National Corporate Partners

The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.

Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca
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